Notes from Bill Hicks:
Dec 8: Objectives: Use both Makahiki Point & Kalani Point as boundaries; keep Kailua, Hawaii Kai, Manoa Valley, Kailua Valley, Mokihana Town, and Mililani Mauka & Waipio Acres intact; use compact and contiguous districts; and minimize population deviation. Total Deviation 2.59% (-1.25% to 1.33%).
Nov 20: Bill Hicks Oahu House Redistricting Plan - Millani Excursion without excessive HDO5 mauka territory
Nov 1: Objectives: Use both Makahiki Point and Kalani Point as boundaries; keep Kailua, Hawaii Kai, Manoa Valley, Mokihana Town, and Mililani Mauka & Waipio Acres intact; use compact and contiguous districts; and minimize population deviation. Total Deviation 3.02% (-1.62% to 1.40%).